
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 923
quickly!

Half an hour later, four Land Rover vehicles had stopped in front of

the Bai’s house.

Twelve people, including Bai San, came to the hall under the respectful

guidance of a senior Bai family.

however!

When they just entered, the white dust in the hall was slightly taken

aback.

After scanning the Bai San and the others carefully, he said: “Bai San,

aren’t your three groups of 13 people? Why are you missing one

person?”

“Also, what’s wrong with your complexions? Each one is so ugly. ”

Bai Chen’s face was puzzled.

And hearing this, the white old lady and others next to him were also

puzzled.

These are all master-level powerhouses.

Especially with more than a dozen people, this is simply a terrorist

force sweeping Jiangshi, but now, Bai San and others are all downcast,

as if they are defeated generals, this…what is going on?

Upon hearing the question, Bai San could only give a wry smile and

said to Bai Chen:

“Master Bai Chen, something happened on our way here! A brother

was damaged!”

What!

As soon as this remark came out, Bai Chen and the others were

startled.

The members of the White Angels are almost all grandmaster-level

figures. Such people, in society, are the existence of a super boss.

Even in the Bai’s house in Jiangnan, it is extremely precious.

But now, a person was lost on the road, how is this possible.

“What happened? Who did it?”

Bai Chen’s complexion almost dripped with gloomy expression.

He was naturally to blame for the loss of a white angel. After all, the

three white groups came for him.

“Oh …… Master, we come on the road, met a little old! They did not

give us a vehicle to give way, Bai Bin too impulsive, angry that they

have to drive a car crash!”

“Did not want to, that little old even It will be…Blood Buddha and

Blood Wolf Master and Apprentice!”

Bai San’s face was ugly, as if thinking of the scene just now, he still had

lingering fears.

And when you hear it!

After the names of Blood Buddha and Blood Wolf.

Whether it was Bai Chen, the old lady Bai and the others, they all

shuddered in Lingling.

“It’s no wonder that you will lose one person! That bloody Buddha

master and apprentice, but a great master figure!” The old lady Bai

sighed with regret.

Grand Master?

Bai San was taken aback for a moment, and then frowned and said:

“Old Bai, the Blood Buddha is the Great Master, everyone knows! But

how do you know that the Blood Wolf is also the Great Master?”

Bai San was extremely curious.

After all, these people only realized that the blood wolf was a great

master character only after the blood wolf killed his subordinates in a

second.

But the old lady Bai said it all at once, which was obviously known for

a long time.

Even the white dust on the side turned around curiously.

“Everyone knows something!”

The old lady hurriedly said:

“Just a while ago, we had a great master arena in Jiang City! The person

who was challenged was the Blood Buddha, and the challenged was

our Jiang City. Master Lin!”

Grand Master is in the ring!

Upon hearing this, Bai Chen, Bai San and others narrowed their eyes.

The Bai family in Jiangnan, where they are located, belongs to a hidden

worldly wealthy family and pays little attention to secular matters.

Likewise, he didn’t care about the great master challenge.
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